CGIMS Updates

CGIMS Careers

iSTOP is seeking Editor(s) / Translator(s) to assist with published works related to Gunn IMS.

iSTOP Editor

Membership

Invite a colleague to become a member with iSTOP to create visibility in the iSTOP International CGIMS Practitioner Directory.

Member Benefits

Messaging

Gunn IMS related messages may be posted to the CGIMS community & job postings board or distributed to members via newsletter

Submit

CGIMS Courses

In Canada, Part 1, Part 2 and Review Courses are available through the University of British Columbia.

2019 Schedule

For international courses, contact iSTOP

ubcgunnims.com

Best regards,

The Institute for the Study and Treatment of Pain

International Education Centre for Gunn Intramuscular Stimulation

"What is IMS?" 100+ languages - click here

Calendar of upcoming events - click here